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Abstract

As a Forensic Identification

DNA analysis has become an important tool for the
identification of historic individuals. False results may
occur if the historic sample becomes contaminated.
Both historic archaeologists and DNA researchers are
provided here with specific technical tips in order to
obtain reliable DNA results: (1) historic bone samples
should be clean collected for DNA analysis; (2) short,
overlapping mitochondrial DNA fragments should
be used for the historic bone samples, while longer
mtDNA fragments should be targeted for the assumed
living relatives; and (3) hair or cheek swab samples from
the assumed relatives should be collected and analyzed
only after the bone DNA analysis is completed.

The use of DNA for identification of historic human remains is similar to forensic DNA individual identification,
as both are dependent upon a match or mismatch for identification (Wilson et al. 1995). Nonetheless, there are some
major differences between the two types of cases. Unlike
modern forensic DNA analysis that can use multiple nuclear DNA markers for identification, historic DNA cases
are usually restricted to analyzing mitochondrial DNA,
which is more likely to survive degradation over time due
to its high copy number per cell (O’Rourke et al. 2000;
Kaestle and Horsburgh 2002). Since mtDNA serves as a
single DNA marker, it has limited discrimination power.
Due to its maternal inheritance pattern, however, it can
be a benefit for identification of historic human remains
through the comparison of mitochondrial sequences with
those of living relatives (Gill et al. 1994).

Introduction
DNA analysis of skeletal remains is becoming an important tool for identification of historic individuals, thanks
to the advent of forensic DNA technology and ancient
DNA research (Jeffreys et al. 1992; Holland et al.
1993; Stone et al. 2001; Katzenberg et al. 2005).
These techniques have made it possible to retrieve
genetic information from skeletal remains in order to
establish identity, which otherwise may not be achieved
through conventional methods (Hagelberg et al. 1991;
Kurosaki et al. 1993; Lleonart et al. 2000). The potential exists for false identification of the individual due
to contamination of the sample (Wilson et al. 1993;
Wilson et al. 1995). To minimize or detect contamination in the analysis of historic human remains, the
potential problems encountered in DNA identifications are discussed and some effective technical tips
for both historic archaeologists and DNA researchers
are presented.

As Ancient DNA Analysis
Unlike regular forensic DNA tests, DNA identification
of historic human remains is more similar to an ancient
DNA study, which faces the tremendous challenges of
DNA degradation and contamination (O’Rourke et al.
2000; Hofreiter et al. 2001; Kaestle and Horsburgh
2002; Alonso et al. 2003). Although DNA degradation
over time may cause failure of the DNA test, sample
contamination is more troublesome since it may lead to
false identification of the remains.
Contamination derives from the fact that a highly sensitive PCR amplification technique is required to amplify
minute amounts of preserved ancient DNA molecules for
the analysis, while DNA shed from people who have handled and analyzed the remains can easily outnumber the authentic ancient DNA molecules (Yang et al. 2003). Potential
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contamination of the historic samples must be effectively
controlled, and the research protocols must be carefully
designed in order to detect possible contamination.
Uniqueness of Historic Human DNA
Human skeletal remains that are submitted for DNA
identification are often assigned a tentative identity based
on historic records and archaeological investigations. The
DNA test will largely be used to confirm or refute the
assumed identification, albeit DNA analysis also can be
used to identify the population background of unknown
human remains (Handt et al. 1994; Monsalve et al. 1996;
Stone and Stoneking 1999). With the exception of some
extremely special circumstances where biological samples
of the assumed individuals include premortem hair
samples or other biotissues (Stone et al. 2001), historic
DNA profiles are obtained from skeletal remains and
then subsequently compared with profiles from assumed
genetic living relatives. For famous figures in history, pervasive genealogical records make the search for relatives
comparatively simple, although the complete assurance
of genetic relatedness can be an issue, whether modern
or historical (Dawid and Mortera 1998; Gornik et al.
2002). In the identification of the Ekaterinburg remains
as potential members of the Romanov Imperial family of
Russia, mtDNA reference sequences were easily obtained
from Empress Alexandra’s grandnephew Prince Phillip of
Great Britain (Gill et al. 1994) and Grand Duke Georgij,
the Tsar’s brother (Ivanov et al. 1996).
However, in the case of less well-known individuals,
the involvement of historic archaeologists is critical since
they are able to examine the reliability of historic records
and potentially provide a presumed identity. For example,
in the case involving an infant burial in an historical church
cemetery in Cochrane, Alberta, archaeological and historical information was obtained through the discovery
and excavation of the cemetery, analysis of associated historical artifacts, and examination of archival records and
newspapers (Katzenberg et al. 2005). This process proved
crucial in determining a presumptive identification for the
five-month-old child whose identity was later confirmed
through molecular techniques (Katzenberg et al. 2005).
The identification of an individual is based on a match
or a mismatch of DNA profiles between the remains
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and the assumed living relatives. A mismatch can immediately refute the assumed identity, while a match of
a rare mtDNA profile can be a good indicator of positive identification (Wilson et al. 1995). Due to the dual
challenges of degradation and contamination in ancient
DNA studies, all analyses can potentially lead to a false
match or false mismatch, resulting in misidentification.
A false mismatch occurs if contaminant DNA instead of
authentic bone DNA is analyzed; a false match can appear
when DNA samples from historic remains and living relatives are contaminated by the same source, or when one
sample contaminates the other.
In general, analyzing historic DNA has certain advantages over other types of ancient DNA. The relatively
recent nature of historic DNA makes it more likely to yield
adequate amounts of the DNA template for analysis, and
associated historical records can provide an independent
source of information for cross reference.
The key to success of historic DNA analyses is the
elimination of possible contamination. Based on several
published case studies, including one in which the senior author was involved, technical steps for researchers can be defined in order to prevent this problem
(Katzenberg et al. 2005).
Collection of Bone Samples and Reference DNA
Samples
Human remains should be clean-excavated using the same
protocols as would be used for other types of ancient
DNA analysis (Yang and Watt 2005). In general, a couple
of small bone samples should be adequate for analysis. For
bone samples collected without using clean-excavation
techniques, larger bone samples should be submitted.
This allows for removal of the outer bone surface layer
for acquisition of clean samples without contamination.
In addition, to effectively monitor for contamination,
archaeologists and others who might have contacted the
bone samples should also submit a sample of their own
DNA for comparison.
Extreme care should be taken when collecting and
handling reference DNA samples from assumed living relatives. To control contamination, the reference DNA should
be collected after the bone samples have been processed
and DNA-profiled. Reference hair or cheek swab samples
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should not be stored with the skeletal samples; preferably,
they should be separately and directly submitted to the
DNA lab by the living relatives.
Special Procedures for DNA Lab Analysis
In a DNA lab, false matches or mismatches caused by contamination are major concerns. Within the field of ancient
DNA, these problems have received a lot of attention,
and DNA researchers can refer to published protocols
to conduct their studies and to authenticate DNA results
(Montiel et al. 2001; Poinar 2003; Pääbo et al. 2004). For
DNA analysis of historic human remains, a “unique” false
match can be caused by cross-sample contamination of
bone DNA and reference DNA within the lab setting. This
contamination cannot be easily detected should it occur,
but it can be prevented if proper measures are carried out.
The most effective way to avoid sample contamination
and a false match problem is through the physical or geographic separation of the analysis of the ancient and modern samples. In reality, the involvement of two research
labs or groups to analyze one individual might not always
be feasible, in particular in those less “famous” cases. As an
alternative, simple and effective ways to avoid contamination can be using temporal separation of the analyses of two
types of DNA samples (Capelli et al. 2003, Katzenberg et
al. 2005) and PCR amplification of differently sized DNA
fragments for both samples (Katzenberg et al. 2005).
DNA researchers should always analyze the historic bone
samples first, targeting the first and second hypervariable
segments (HV1 and HV2) of the mitochondrial control
region (Anderson et al. 1981). Shorter DNA fragments
from the bone DNA samples should be attempted, using
overlapping PCR techniques to generate longer DNA
fragments (Stone and Stoneking 1998). Once analysis of
the bone DNA is complete, much longer DNA fragments
should be used to amplify the potential relative’s reference
DNA sample as well as the reference samples contributed
by the archaeologist and lab members. In this way, previously amplified PCR products from the bone DNA samples
cannot contaminate the modern reference DNA samples
since they are too short to be amplified in a PCR reaction
designed for a much longer sequence. If analysis is temporally separated, the modern reference DNA samples cannot
become a contaminant source for the bone DNA sample.

It should be pointed out that profile matching becomes
complicated when the shared mtDNA sequence is common to a given community, which occurs in relatively
closed communities where individuals potentially share the
same maternally inherited mtDNA sequence (Kaestle and
Horsburgh 2002). Mitochondrial DNA markers are more
useful when applied to highly dynamic and admixed human
populations. The information about the population’s history of movement and admixture derived from historical
and archaeological research can be crucial to a successful
identification (Nasidze et al. 2005).
In order to obtain a more precise DNA profile and
probable identification, analysis of nuclear DNA may be attempted. If the historic skeletal remains are only a few hundred year old, the possibility exists that single-copy nuclear
DNA may be preserved. For example, the Y chromosome
STR marker could be used to trace paternal lineages for
a male individual (Hummel and Herrmann 1994). When
both mtDNA and Y-STR are incorporated into the analysis
and the results indicate the same lineages, a more confident
positive identification can be made.
Conclusions
DNA analysis is a very powerful tool for individual identification of historic remains. The high risk of contamination
that can readily lead to false identification can be effectively addressed through active involvement of historic
archaeologists by selecting appropriate bone samples for
analysis and through cross-referencing of reliable historic
information. For DNA researchers, the risk for a false
match between the remains and reference DNA samples
can be overcome by temporally separating the analysis of
the ancient and modern DNA samples and targeting DNA
fragments of different lengths.
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